Costa Blanca

Epic
España
Tough enough for the Vuelta and a testing
training ground loved by the pros, Cyclist
nearly bites off more than it can chew
amid the iconic colls of the Costa Blanca
Words STU BOWERS Photography GEOFF WAUGH
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Cyclists come here in
their droves to enjoy
the delights of this
wonderful part of
mainland Spain

’m flagging after a long day and
a delayed flight, but as I wait for
my luggage to appear, my sense
of humour is being sustained by a
group of men in orange polo shirts.
Printed on the back of each is ‘Pete’s
Stag – Benidorm 2016’, and I can’t
help pondering what kind of fate
awaits the poor groom-to-be, who is
currently sporting a pink tutu, fishnet
stockings, some badly applied make-up
and something written on his forehead
in marker pen. The arrival of my bike bag
cuts short this impromptu cabaret and
I leave Pete and his ‘mates’ behind.
Alicante airport is probably used to seeing cyclists,
stags and hens in roughly equal measure. Benidorm, just
a short hop from the arrivals hall, is the Costa Blanca’s
answer to Las Vegas, so is a popular destination for those
looking to turn a shade of lobster by day and party hard by
night. Cyclists seeking to give their bodies a hard time in an
altogether different way also come here in their droves, but
will generally be doing what I’m doing – heading further
up the coast to settle somewhere altogether more peaceful
to enjoy the delights of this wonderful part of mainland
Spain that’s simply idyllic for bike riding.
Our destination is about an hour’s drive northwest,
a premium cycling retreat tucked in the hills on the
outskirts of Callosa d’en Sarrià, roughly 10km inland from
the beach resort of Altea. It’s owned by London ex-pat
Nozad, owner of Cycling Holiday Spain, who has kindly
agreed to be our chaperone for the next few days.
Hasta la vista
Having arrived in pitch darkness, the car headlights hadn’t
done justice to the beauty of the surroundings here. The
rugged landscape that greets my bleary vision as I open my
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From the roundabout in Callosa d’en Sarria take the CV-755 towards Guadalest,
then the CV-70 towards Benimantell and Confrides. Just before Benasau
turn left onto CV-770 to Alcoleja. Continue on the CV-770 up the backside
of the Aitana, to the Puerto de Tudons summit, then make a right on CV-785,
descending all the way to Penaguila. As you leave town, split right onto CV-710
to Gorga. Take the CV-720 from Gorga, passing Balones, Benimassot, Facheca
and on to Castell de Castells. The CV-720 continues beyond Castells to take
you, via Benigembla, to Parcent. Turn right on CV-715 to begin the climb of the
Coll de Rates. After the summit the same road takes you all the way down to
Tarbena, Bollula and back to Callossa to complete the loop.
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Cyclist’s route will have you puffing… out your chest
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Mountains, castles,
stunning scenery,
smooth tarmac and
plenty of sunshine – it’s
no wonder the pros
love training here

curtains this morning has me eager to kit up and head for
the hills. Although not before a solid breakfast consisting
of porridge, fresh fruit, poached eggs, toast and coffee – the
staple of the Cycling Holiday Spain villa.
The mountainous countryside in this part of the
world is well accustomed to hosting pro-level bike racing.
The Aitana mountain range provides the region with its
highest point, at 1,558m above sea level, and is regularly
visited by the Vuelta a Espana. The 1,525m Alto de Aitana
climb, topped with what looks like a giant golf ball (but
is actually a Spanish Air Force radar site), has played host
to decisive summit finishes in 2001, 2004, 2009 and with
coincidental timing – literally just as this issue of Cyclist
finds its way through letterboxes and onto newsstands
– it will again be/have been (delete as appropriate
depending on how soon you got to read this) a key
feature of this year’s race.
Its slopes, categorised as hors categorie, will ensure
an aggressive end to the penultimate 184km stage, which
also includes the second category climb of the Coll de
Rates (626m), another icon of the region. It’s safe to P
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A scene every bike
rider can appreciate
– blissfully traffic-free
roads and beautifully
cloud-free skies

P assume the general classification will not be a done
deal until this day’s battle royale has been contested.
My intended loop for today takes in both of these
climbs, although it’s not possible to ride the last part of
Alto de Aitana as the military land is gated and heavily
guarded (the Vuelta is given rare dispensation to pass), so
the public road actually tops out at Puerto de Tudons at
1,024m. But as we discuss the route over breakfast, Nozad,
who will be joining me for the ride, spots a potential issue.
We are not pros. He knows this area like the back of his
hand and points out that in this challenging terrain, not
to mention the fact the temperature is predicted to hit
the mid-30s today, I’ve probably been a bit ambitious.
The 163km course I’ve mapped, he assures me, would
most likely kill us.
Manageable proportions
I’m happy to bow to his greater knowledge of what lies
ahead and it’s a relief to set off knowing we’ve chipped
off a climb or two and made the odd corner cut here
and there to bring the route back to a more manageable
day in the saddle. The roads here are for the most part
pristine and smooth, and it’s a pleasure to be rolling along,
heading north from Callosa towards Guadalest through
the meandering valley. Callosa is surrounded on three
sides by mountains, so we’re already climbing, but the
gradient is only slight and easily manageable in these
early kilometres, perfect to bring our legs slowly to life.
The sun is warm on our backs despite the relatively
early hour and for once the pockets of my jersey are P
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The strange feeling of
being cradled by the
mountains increases
as we head deeper
into the foothills

Costa Blanca
The medieval town
of Guadalest is an
interesting landmark,
appearing to be built
high up on a rocky
outcrop. Locals refer to
it as the Eagle’s Nest

P free of clothing clutter because we simply won’t need
extra layers today. The bigger concern is whether my
factor 30 sun cream will be sufficient not to get burnt
to a crisp and become just another one in a long line
of people sporting bright red limbs back at the airport.
Guadalest is a picturesque little town and a popular
tourist spot. We’re only 12km into our ride as it comes
into view, appearing as if perched on a pinnacle of
rock overlooking the valley below. It’s a little early in
proceedings for an official stop, but it would be a shame
to whizz straight through without at least slowing to
appreciate the sights, which include a medieval castle
and a reservoir whose waters are an amazingly vivid,
iridescent turquoise.
We continue on the CV-70, treated to some amazing
views of jagged rock formations on the distant horizon.

We encounter the
occasional snake
making a dart for
shade. One is at
least a metre long
The rider’s ride

Giant TCR Advanced SL 0 £2,000 (frameset),
giant-bicycles.com
When in pro territory, ride a pro’s bike. Surely that goes without saying, right?
By coincidence I did actually see a member of the Giant-Alpecin team riding
in the opposite direction but our paths crossed too hastily to put a name
to the face. Anyway, I digress. The TCR Advanced SL 0 is top of the shop
in what Giant calls its ‘competition’ line. The top stock build is £5,500 with
Dura-Ace Di2, but this custom spec includes Sram’s latest wireless eTap
shifting, Zipp’s 404 NSW wheels and Zipp finishing kit, which all in would
cost around £7,800. So how was it? It was exactly as you’d expect for a bike
that leaves nothing to be desired – it was brilliant. So much so that I extended
my trip another four days and rode it a further 650km. (OK, the sun may have
influenced my decision too).
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We also get the occasional glimpse of that giant golf ball
radar station atop the Alto de Aitana, a way off to our left,
reminding us some serious climbing will soon be upon
us. The strange feeling of being cradled by the mountains,
rising on both sides, increases as we head deeper into the
foothills. As we pass through Confrides and on towards
Benasau the rocky landscape seems to encroach even
more. On the map this road has appeared a fairly major
arterial route so I’d initially been wary of encountering
traffic, but the reality is somewhat the opposite. I could
count the cars we’ve seen so far on one hand.
We’ve been climbing steadily since Confrides, with
gradients hovering around 6-7% with the occasional spike
to around 10%, when suddenly we round a bend and the
road dips down, delivering us into a unexpectedly riproaring descent. The line of white painted concrete blocks
– Spain’s answer to Armco – delineate the road’s snaking
path back down to the valley floor once more. It’s 6km of P
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P intense, adrenalin-pumped enjoyment as the bends are
broad enough to take at high speeds, and with good line
of sight we can be sure there’s no oncoming traffic, which
allows us to use the full width of the road like a racetrack.
A brief stop to swig down a Cortado in Alcoleja injects
a bit of caffeine-fuelled enthusiasm for what is our first
big climb of the day, and it’s not long before we’re
stretching our legs once more as we hit the lower slopes
up the north face of the Aitana. The gradient is not too
punishing, mostly around 7-8%, and the curves and
hairpins come and go as the tree-lined road winds its
way skywards. Nozad and I are perfectly content to
maintain a conversational pace and as a result I’m
surprised how quickly the summit sign arrives.
I wonder if the armed soldiers guarding the gates to the
true summit of the Aitana, on the opposite side of the road
to our left, place bets on the number of cyclists that will
pass each day. I’d wager they get more passing traffic on
two wheels than anything else, given this climb’s iconic
status as the Costa Blanca’s answer to Alpe d’Huez. We
take a moment to about-turn and look back the way we’ve
just climbed. I seldom remember to do this at the top of
climbs, so eager am I to start the descent, but it’s often a
very rewarding view, and that’s definitely the case from
this vantage point.
Unlike with most other summits, the thrill of the
descent from Puerto de Tudons doesn’t start immediately.
Things don’t get exciting until close to Penaguila after first
encountering a rocky gorge where the cliff face reminds
me of a mini Mount Rushmore. Soon, though, the hairpins
are coming in quick succession, offering superb views of
the valley and the haphazardly arranged, terracotta-tiled
rooftops of the town below.
Transition time
We’re leaving the mountains behind us for a while now as
we cross the valley to Gorga. This beautiful Spanish town
is typical of the area with its narrow streets, many of which
are beautifully dressed with abundant floral decoration
cascading down from window boxes. The town is eerily
quiet, with residents mid-siesta, and I don’t blame them
for wanting to take respite from the heat in the middle
of the day. It’s a scorcher. My Garmin reads 37°C, which
although I think is a slight overestimation is certainly up
there with the hottest temperatures I’ve ever ridden in. It’s
certainly the only ride I can ever recall during which I’ve
had to remove my Garmin from my handlebars and stash it
in my jersey pocket to avoid being continually blinded by
sun’s glare off the screen. A first-world problem indeed.
We’re not the only one’s being slow-cooked by the
midday rays. As we continue to follow the shape of the
valley, turning back in the direction of the coast once more,
we encounter the occasional snake making a dart for shade
across the road in front of us. One is at least a metre long,
a vivid pale blue-green with a lighter yellow belly which
Nozad informs me is a Montpellier snake, very common
in this region and welcomed by the farmers as an effective
natural pest control. It’s mesmerising to watch them move
with such sinuous grace across the tarmac, but others have
clearly not been so lucky, as we see a couple of squashed
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The descent towards
Castell de Castells
finishes with a
flurry of wide open
hairpins just begging
to be enjoyed at speed

-

ones too. I feel like that must have been incredibly bad
luck, given the distinct lack of any other vehicles we’ve
encountered so far on this road.
The road continues to dip in and out of the hillside,
flowing in accordance with the valley contours for this
stretch of the route and the gradient, although always
a gradual incline, feels more rolling than an outright climb.
We’re able to keep up a decent pace and the kilometres
tick past, thanks in part to a favourable wind that also
provides some relief from the heat.
We pass the turning for Tollos, which was to take us up
and over another two big climbs and off on a much bigger
loop incorporating the Vall d’Ebo in my initial, slightly
over-ambitious route plan. I know from past experience
this is a magnificent stretch of road (check it out on Google
Streetview), but I’m thankful Nozad made me see sense.
It would have been a tough call to do that extra distance in
this heat and now, instead of finishing on our knees, we P

The descent after
Confrides is a
rip-roarer. Like
a racetrack with its
smooth surface and
wide-open turns,
it gave Cyclist an
unexpected
early treat
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-

The Coll de Rates is seen as something of a benchmark
test. Many A list names appear on Strava, including
former World Champion Michal Kwiatkowski
P can finish strongly, having really enjoyed the route
and in no way feeling as if we wussed out.
After Facheca we begin a more consistent descent
towards Castell de Castells that finishes with a flurry of
wide-open hairpins just begging to be enjoyed at speed.
Both Nozad and I drained our waterbottles some time
ago, so it’s essential we find somewhere to replenish
our supplies. Thankfully, we find our oasis in the next
small town: a traditional Spanish cafe with its frontage
offering a shady spot to park up and rest our legs, and
a menu offering bocadillos and ice-cold refreshments
with which to refuel.
Shape of things to come
Although the Coll de Rates is not considerably high altitude,
with its summit at just 626m, the climb enjoys iconic status
in these parts. At almost precisely 10km in length and with
gradients mostly in the 6% range, it’s the kind of climb you
can really get your teeth into, and perhaps explains why it’s
seen as something of a benchmark test for many pros when
they flock to this area for early-season training camps.
Many pro A-list names appear on the Strava records,
including former World Champion Michal Kwiatkowski.
This is where we are heading, and after a steady roll
out following our much-needed cafe stop it’s pretty much
all downhill to Parcent, where the Coll de Rates begins, so
at least our legs arrive in a somewhat recovered state to
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begin what will be the final significant ramp of the day.
The views as we ascend are superb, and only get better as
the climb goes on. The Mediterranean coastline appears
before us in the distance – a welcome distraction for the
pain in our legs – and there’s a real sense of being up high,
despite not reaching dizzying altitude. In the latter stages
the climb really bares its soul, hiding nothing of its upper
slopes from view. We can see exactly where the road tips
over the summit from a good way out. It at least makes P

Towns appear deserted
and we seem to be the
only ones not taking
a siesta to escape the
heat in the middle of
this scorching day

Costa Blanca

Costa Blanca

By the
numbers

Unos… dos… tres… stat!

4

snakes slithering across
the road in front of us

2

dead snakes spotted
that weren’t so lucky

118
1,024

total distance in kilometres

the highest point of this ride
in metres

1

machine gun-wielding
guard at Alto de Aitana

2,690
9
metres climbed

litres of water consumed
between us

Our speed exceeds
80kmh, despite the
fact that the views are
so awe inspiring that
I’m struggling to keep
my eyes on the road

-

P measuring our effort easier as we approach the final,
and arguably toughest, kilometres.
The Montgó mountain looms large on the skyline
from the final hairpin of the climb. Rising from the valley
floor to 753m above sea level, it divides the coastal towns
of Xabia (also written as Javea) and Denia, and today its
craggy rockface is lit by the late-afternoon sun. The cafe
at the summit would provide a welcome refuge from
which to savour the views some more over an ice-cold
Coke, but the tips of the mountains are already beginning
to turn a shade of pink, indicating that time is of the
essence and we need to press straight on with the descent
towards Tarbena.
Final sting
The plunge downhill is initially fast and exhilarating,
and our speed exceeds 80kmh, despite the fact that the
views down the valley to our left are so awe-inspiring
that I’m struggling to keep my eyes on the road. The rock

faces of the jagged mountain peaks are now drenched in
a warm pinky-purple glow, casting sharp shadows upon
one another and making for an incredible skyline. But as
the bends begin to come with greater frequency and the
road narrows and tightens, we need to take extra care.
Literally chiselled out of the rugged landscape, the road is
occasionally strewn with debris that’s fallen from the steep
hillside. A crash on a patch of loose gravel is not what we
want at this late stage in the day, so we stay vigilant and
keep a lid on top speeds. Besides, the best descent of the
day is still to come.
A short climb just before Tarbena saps the last dregs of
power from our tired legs, but it doesn’t matter now. With
100km under our belts, we know we’ve broken the back of
the ride. The final 18km, Nozad assures me, are practically
all downhill – although I made a mental note as we left
the villa this morning that the driveway, although only
around 50m in length, has a gradient of about 30%,
so I’m secretly saving my last-ditch effort for that. P

The narrow
streets of Gorga
are quintessentially
Spanish, with pretty
flowers cascading from
the balconies above
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The swimming pool looks way more inviting than the
sauna. So much so, I don’t even bother changing out
of my kit before plunging straight into the deep end
P What comes between Tarbena and Bollula can only
be described as a hairpin fest. Some come in such quick
succession I barely have time to flick my bodyweight from
one outside pedal to the other between the apexes, but
this produces the biggest grin factor of the entire ride
and it’s a fabulous way to wrap things up.
The sun has dipped behind the far-off peaks, casting
a dim light over Callosa as we reach its outskirts, and we
reflect on what has been a truly memorable day in the
saddle as we soft-pedal the remaining few kilometres of
gradual ascent back to the villa and muster the final kick
required to make it up that driveway. As we unclip, prop
up our bikes and savour the moment, Nozad’s brother Jubi
appears and informs us he’s stoked up the sauna in case we
fancy it. Having felt like I’ve been baked alive for most of
the day, I have other ideas. The swimming pool looks way
more inviting. So much so, I don’t even bother changing
out of my kit before plunging straight into the deep end.
I’m so thirsty I feel like I could drink it dry, but I’ll happily
take a cold beer instead as I watch the last patches of the
sunset disappear over the distant mountain skyline. The
]
perfect end to a perfect day.
Stu Bowers is deputy editor of Cyclist and gained
roughly 10,000 new freckles on this ride
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How we got there
TRAVEL
Cyclist flew with British Airways to
Alicante, which is around a one- hour
drive from the Cycling Holiday Spain
Villa in Callosa d’en Sarrià. This was
a prime example of where budget
airline prices aren’t always cheaper.
BA offers a bag weight limit of 23kg
(regardless of shape and size) so it’s
possible to take a bike bag as your
hold luggage, and with generous
carry-on allowance you can simply
split your kit between bike bag and
your hand luggage.
ACCOMMODATION
We stayed with Cycling Holiday
Spain (cyclingholidayspain.net) –
a cycling retreat run by brothers
Nozad and Jubi Nawras. You simply
won’t find two more enthusiastic,
friendly and welcoming hosts.
Nothing is too much trouble and their
villa is an absolute gem for cyclists,

with everything catered for including
on-site post-ride massages plus
a sauna and pool for that extra bit
of recovery. There’s a gym too, and
always heaps of good food, plus
it’s in a great location from which to
explore the best of this area by bike.
THANKS
To Nozad, who was an absolute
trooper throughout our visit, not only
for guiding us but for putting Cyclist
up in his superb villa too. His wealth
of knowledge and experience around
the route was invaluable, especially
when it came to knowing where to
find the best cafes. Thanks also to
Jubi and Malcolm, who both got stuck
in and helped out to make this trip
a perfect cycling experience.

